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Escape from the Institutional Straightjacket  
 

Perry Marshall Sounds Off on Why Entrepreneurs Have to Un-Learn 
So Much Mental Garbage Before Things Really Start to Click 

  
“New York City Teacher of the Year Turns Against the System”  

 
John Taylor Gatto received the New York State Teacher of the Year award 

in 1990 and was named New York City Teacher of the Year in 1991. When the 
appointed evening arrived, Mr. Gatto appeared in the hotel ballroom before an 
audience of well-fed administrators and principals, and delivered his acceptance 
speech.  

 
It was that night that he publicly turned on them like a mongrel dog.  
 
“The only reason I received this award – the only reason I’ve been a great 

teacher for my students – is because I didn’t do a single thing you told me to. I 
ignored your ‘standards,’ I thwarted your bureaucracy and I taught unauthorized 
material. I filled out those forms that said the students were in their desks, when they 
were really taking horizon-expanding study trips. I had them read real books instead 
of those inane, dumbed-down textbooks of yours, I taught them real history instead 
of the porridge of revisionist pabulum you call “social studies.  

 
“Your bureaucracy is a mill that grinds up human beings and turns them into 

consumer fertilizer for a planned economy. Human potential erodes as hungry minds 
sit in listless boredom, and teachers operate without the tools they need, just so you 
guys can fill your administration buildings with cushy jobs and give contracts to your 
cherished vendors.  

 
“That’s why most of our students can’t read after 12 years of education – yes, 

even though it only takes 3 months to learn how to read. That’s why most kids follow 
the herd into a bleak future instead of thinking for themselves.  

 
“I am officially turning in my resignation as of today.”  
Mr. Gatto wasn’t exactly sure what he was going to do next, he just knew he 

could no longer be a part of the rapacious beast that is publicly funded education. 
Two months later, an article he forgot he’d written was published by the Wall Street 
Journal and within 24 hours he was on the lecture circuit, speaking to groups ranging 
from local education conferences to NASA.  

 
I recently finished reading Gatto’s book The Underground History of American 

Education, a strapping 8”x12,” 400-page text. As big as it is, it’s so fascinating it’s 
almost impossible to put down. It traces the forces behind compulsory education in 
America from the mid-1800’s to the present, in all of its hideous complexity. This 
book was extremely insightful because I myself am an educator of entrepreneurs. I 
am in the education business.  
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And because you paid money to read this newsletter, so are you. Today we 
explore some of the things that business people seem to have a very hard time 
learning. You are going to undoubtedly relate to this, and this is going to be 
instrumental in your own business breakthrough.  
 

Is School a Conspiracy?  
 

As my story unfolds – and as more facts come to light – you’re going to start 
to wonder if I think American education is a conspiracy. Let’s answer that question 
right here and now.  

 
Is American Education a conspiracy to dumb people down and produce 

obedient drones for an industrial economy?  
 
Yes, it is.  
 
But… it’s not a conscious conspiracy. In other words, there are a few people 

(like Andrew Carnegie) who wanted it that way. But for the most part, the people who 
gave birth to this disastrous monster had perfectly good intentions. 

  
It’s not a conscious conspiracy; it’s an unconscious conspiracy.  
 
Think of it this way: You’re at the grocery store. You’ve got a shopping cart 

loaded with sugar-free food that’s full of fat, fat-free food that’s full of sugar, and the 
magazine checkout lane has pictures of skinny models with plastic breasts and 
headlines about how to lose 15 pounds a week on a Krispy Kreme donut diet.  

 
Is that a conspiracy?  
 
No. Not organized from the top down, anyway.  
 
But only a fool would think that the true intent of your local grocery store is to 

altruistically fill your body with healthy, wholesome nutrients that help you live to be 
105 years old so that you can have a rich, full life and many years with your children 
and grandchildren.  

 
The food industry’s unconscious intent is to feed your greed, with instant 

gratification, while bypassing any common sense that would ad friction to the 
passage of money from your pocket to theirs.  

 
If they can make money making you fat, and make money on your desire to 

get skinny again, then they profit when you’re coming and when you’re going. Such 
a deal.  

 
Hey, they’re just doing their job. After all, it’s not the restaurant’s job to keep 

you fit and trim. It’s their job to sell you the burger and fries.  
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Well the school system is just doing their job, too. 
 
What’s their job?  
 
The teachers’ job is to keep them kids sitting at their desks, not quite killing 

each other for 13 years, such that mom and dad will be content to be somewhere 
else while everyone collects their paychecks. Your teachers’ job was to permanently 
condition you that before you get up from your desk, or choose a major, or get a 
promotion, or read a book, or eat lunch, or urinate, you must secure permission from 
a higher authority.  

 
The administrators’ job is to keep taxpayers in a constant state of agitated 

complacency, such that any time their unhappiness boils over into rage, they agree 
to vote in favor of education (i.e. give the school more money) so that the problem 
can be solved once and for all, and so that all kids can receive the education they so 
richly deserve. Can you say Amen brothers and sisters?  

 
Only a fool would think that the true, altruistic intent of your local school 

system is to teach your child to be an autonomous, critically thinking, discerning 
voter, citizen, scientist or entrepreneur who lives an intellectually rich life and 
likewise teaches his children and grandchildren how to be independent and to keep 
his government officials in check.  

 
So… if you got out of school having developed a handful of prized 

relationships with really great teachers, if you discovered a great deal about yourself, 
if you became an involved and proactive citizen, if you expanded your mind and your 
horizons, that was a happy accident. Precious little of that was actually designed into 
the process – you unwittingly made that happen on your own.  
 

How Dumbed-Down Education Stifles Entrepreneurs  
 
Like I said, I’m in the education business. My job is to inform and assist people in the 
fine art of telling their story to the world. And the pre-conditioning that all of us get 
from that education limits us in the following ways:  
 
1. Conformity  
 

One of the hardest things to teach people is the concept of a USP, a Unique 
Selling Proposition. What’s truly unique about you? What can you uniquely 
guarantee? Why should I buy from you instead of anyone else on the planet? Why 
should I do that instead of procrastinating? Why should I listen to you over others? 
What do you that nobody else can do?  

 
Most people really struggle to get their arms around this. It’s very counter-

intuitive.  
 
I think I know why.  
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It’s because school is all about conformity.  
 
If you get an “A” in school, it’s simply because you did the exact same thing 

as 29 other kids, but you did it a little bit better than most of ‘em. It’s almost never 
because you did something unique or expressed yourself as an individual.  

 
My friends, doing the exact same thing as 29 other people, but doing it just a 

little bit better (or cheaper) than most of them, is the very definition of being in a 
commodity market, and staying just above broke. It sucks. And the bigger the class 
is, the more brutal the competition and the lower the morale. If you want to see an 
extreme example of this, just look at the inexcusably bad customer service you get 
from Sprint, MCI or AT&T.  

 
Now the reality is that you have totally unique fingerprints & DNA, a totally 

unique mind, body, talents, interests, passions and God-given proclivities. There is 
no one like you. There is no one else who is equipped to do what you are equipped 
to do. Your USP in business is simply an extension of your identity as a singular 
individual who has no equal and no clone anywhere in the world. Having a USP 
should be as natural as breathing.  

 
So one of the most important things that you will do in your life is to discover 

yourself. Find out who you are and what you can do. Find out what is that special 
blend of passions and capabilities that you bring to the world.  

 
You will learn almost nothing about this in school. But square one on the 

marketing game board is having a unique identity and personality. Doing something 
that’s different from everyone else, or at least combining the familiar in an unfamiliar 
way. And doing it with style and flair.  

 
Before I go on to the next idea, a critical factor in this uniqueness / USP 

element is personality. One of the most insidious and destructive small business 
aspirations is the desire to present a corporate, institutional, impersonal face to the 
world. Because it’s more “professional.”  

 
Nothing will put your customers to sleep faster. Nothing kills sales like 

institutional monotone. And nothing grabs peoples’ attention like real personality and 
human touch. You can be conversational and personal without being unprofessional.  

 
2. Permission  
 

The next thing that most entrepreneurs have a hard time with is being 
conditioned to think they need permission from someone else in order to be 
whatever they want to be.  

 
Again, this “permission complex” is something that is pounded into your head 

in school.  
 
When the industrial revolution really began in earnest, the captains of industry 
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(Andrew Carnegie, John D. Rockefeller, Henry Ford, J.P. Morgan and the like) were 
deeply concerned that a highly educated, independent-thinking work force was a 
Very Bad Thing. A truly educated, independent thinker will not stand there all day 
and run your machine. He will open up shop across the street from you and compete 
with you. That would be a disaster for a planned, monopolized economy. 

  
These men set up foundations whose job would be to ensure that their 

educational agenda was carried out. And they sought out earnest, well-meaning, 
idealistic minions who would carry out their social engineering “for the good of the 
children.”  

 
The statistics show that the intellectual life of Americans has been in steady 

decline for the last 150 years. “Dick and Jane” was chosen specifically because it 
had a narrower vocabulary than the books they used before. Dick and Jane was 
Double-Plus Un-Good. 

  
“Mankind can be freed from the tryanny of intelligence by faithful obedience to 

system!” This is the message that is pounded into your brain from kindergarten on 
up. So most people think that in order to be an expert, they need to be anointed by 
someone. 

  
This is totally false.  
 
Lee Milteer, who is a professional speaker and coach, was asked to speak at 

a conference of certified professional trainers. When she told them she charges 
$250 per hour for her personal coaching services, they were outraged. “You have no 
right to charge $250 per hour! Certified Professional Trainers are only supposed to 
charge $85 per hour. And you’re not even certified!”  

 
Lee replied “Who says I have to be certified? And who says what I should be 

able to charge? And who certified the people who are handing out the certifications?”  
 
That really made them mad.  
 
Most people don’t realize that they’re living in an artificially constructed world 

in which the only reason others have power over them is that they allow them to 
have the power. Most of the people who certify you are actually your competitors. It’s 
their job to impede your progress. Stop giving them permission.  

 
You do not wait for someone else to tell you it’s OK to be an expert, or 

innovate, or claim a title, or dispense advise. You just do it – and you let the 
laws of supply and demand take care of the rest.  

 
If you have this idea in your head that you need to wait for someone’s 

permission, you need to re-examine your assumptions, and the education that 
formed those assumptions.  
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3. The Drudgery of Reading  
 

When I was a sophomore in High School, my classes were held in a 
windowless compound. In English I had to read a bunch of really dumb books, like 
Death of A Salesman. These books were boring and pointless; as a matter of fact I 
think the only reason kids are forced to read Death of a Salesman is because people 
in academia hate salesmen. 

  
I remember starting to lose my love of reading. Something that used to be a 

terrific escape and adventure became drudgery. School systematically, relentlessly 
pounds out curiosity and wonder, replacing it with analysis, rigor and routine.  

 
My love of reading really didn’t return until after college.  
 
Avid readers are quirky and hard to control. They don’t mindlessly follow the 

herd. They don’t swallow every whim of political correctness that comes over the 
transom. They question things. They make discoveries. And they make you really 
mad when you argue with them because they actually know what they’re talking 
about.  

 
All the sharpest entrepreneurs I know are rabid readers. Not just business 

books either, but things all across the spectrum. They know that today’s newspaper 
may have a great PR angle they can use in their business. They know that a fiction 
book can give them a breath of alternative fresh air, or a clever turn of phrase. They 
know that wisdom literature can guide them through an otherwise impossible maze.  

 
Schools really aren’t all that interested in teaching kids how to read. My friend 

Rufina James was a schoolteacher in California, where they continue to teach an 
utterly failed reading method called “Whole Language” in which kids are taught to 
recognize words instead of sound them out. She was nearly fired for teaching 
phonics instead, which teaches kids to simply sound out words one syllable at a 
time.  

 
Anyone familiar with the statistics will discover that Whole Language is a well-

documented, abject failure, and that phonics is consistently successful. But… Whole 
Language creates more jobs for school administrators. More problems for them to 
solve.  
 
4. Student finds Knowledge vs. Knowledge finds Student  
 

Malcolm Muggeridge said, “News is old things happening to new 
people.” People who read know that whatever’s going on right now – whatever new 
situation that just popped up – has precedent. It happened before to someone else. 
Someone already solved it. A solution has already been formulated, all you have to 
do is dig around until you find it. It may not have happened in your industry or in your 
country or whatever, but it’s happened.  
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Most people do not realize that no matter what you want to do, there is 
already someone who has done it and can teach you how. When you’re used to 
sitting in a classroom while the teacher drones on and on, you think of knowledge as 
something that comes to you in prescribed doses, something that is rarely actually of 
any interest or relevance. But when you reverse that – when you are in pursuit of 
knowledge, you know that knowledge is out there to be had. It may be elusive but it 
does exist. It’s fascinating and seductive.  

 
Whatever you want to do, there is someone who can teach you. You don’t 

need to learn the hard way.  
 
Now I know what you may be thinking: “Well nobody has done what I’m doing 

right now, because this is a totally new innovation.” That may be true (it’s also a red 
flag, by the way – it means it’s not going to be easy) but there’s always a 
comparable situation you can and should study.  

 
5. The Myth of the MBA  
 

Sorry to say this, but possibly the worst preparation for business is a Masters 
in Business Administration. MBA’s are almost universally, psychologically crippled 
when it comes to marketing and sales.  

 
If you take an MBA from a prestigious university and put him in a small-

business startup, it’s like grabbing a cocky guy with a brown belt in Karate and 
sending him into a knife fight in an LA biker bar.  

 
He’ll be lucky to come out alive. And he’ll be angry at the hideously unfair 

world in which he failed so miserably – because it didn’t play according to the rules, 
as he understood them.  

 
I used to have a boss with an MBA from Northwestern and a “stellar” track 

record at a previous, larger company. He put together a costly ad campaign for our 
new product, which we’d spent $2 million developing, and forgot to put our phone 
number on it. (Never mind a ‘widget’ or ‘offer’ or ‘response mechanism’!)  

 
There was another corporate guy I used to work with who spent hours 

stroking me and telling me I should get an MBA. He was explaining how I could get 
this degree, apprentice under an executive for a few years, and really be groomed 
for success in Corporate America. It was going to be a magic carpet ride, he assured 
me.  

A few months later he lost his job and he was unemployed for the next 18 
months. I’m glad I didn’t follow in his footsteps.  
 

Here’s the problem: An MBA is an education in “How to play by the rules.” It’s 
a world of asking for, and receiving, permission. But entrepreneurship for street 
fighters. It’s all about making up the rules, redefining them as you see fit. These two 
worlds are fundamentally incompatible. 
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I’ve consistently observed that at least half of the sharpest business people I 
know never went to college. After awhile it’s impossible to not notice that somehow 
or another, the over-educated person loses his intuition, his ability to see reality as it 
is, and work with it.  

 
My capable assistant Jeremy Flanagan (more about Jeremy in a little while) 

just graduated from college. I hired him in January and a couple months later he 
started talking to me about grad school. “I’m thinking of going on and getting my 
MBA, what do you think?”  

 
Knowing that Jeremy is a bright, enterprising, organically educated guy with a 

lot of ambition, I needed to temper my reactions just a little bit. I explained some of 
my thinking on this, and said “There’s a marketing seminar in June – why don’t you 
go to that seminar before you make a final decision on the MBA thing.”  

 
Well Jeremy just came back from the System seminar, and his mind was 

blown wide open by the possibilities that exist in a truly entrepreneurial environment. 
It was all the proof he needed. And he sure doesn’t need another $50,000 of student 
loans. Which brings me to my last point:  
 
6. Financial Illiteracy  
 

If you’ve ever spent more than 13 minutes with a financial planner, you’ve 
seen his chart that shows how much money you’ll have at age 65 if you start saving, 
say, $100 per month at age 20 vs. 25 vs. 30 or 40 or 50. The cumulative compound 
interest of those early years of savings is absolutely staggering.  

 
Well most college grads are operating on the exact opposite end of the 

spectrum – they’re paying massive interest at age 25 instead of earning it. Now if 
you’re 25 years old and you’ve got $70,000 of debt, how long is it going to take 
before you’re just up to zero? 5 years? 10 years? 15 years?  

 
You get to start saving at age 35 or 40 instead of 20 or 25. Only takes a few 

million out of your retirement fund, no big deal.  
 
Now remember, the interest payments come due as soon as you’re out of 

school. So when you’re in hock to the tune of seventy grand, are you going to take 
some time off to “find yourself”? Go hiking in Peru? Biking through Europe? Serve in 
the Peace Corps?  

 
I think not. No, you’re going to get thyself into a Dilbert Cube just as fast as 

you can. And that’s good, because the humming economy needs you, now that 
you’re an indebted, subservient, well-trained worker bee.  

 
The Corporate System Malfunctions  
 

When Synergetic Micro Systems got sold in 2001 and I collected a bunch of 
stock options, I couldn’t help but sense that the system had somehow malfunctioned. 
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The corporate world is utterly dependent on reliable, talented, obedient people. 
When one of them departs, the system tells them they’re insane. When I said I was 
leaving to go ‘do something on my own,’ all the other worker bees thought I’d lost my 
mind. “It’s only a month after September Eleven, Perry! It’s a bad time to go out on 
your own! It’s not safe out there! Nooooo, don’t do it!” An indeed, it seemed like the 
System really didn’t intend to give a 32-year old guy a crack at freedom, but it had 
happened anyway. The sirens were calling, but I wasn’t looking back. That office 
was in my rear view mirror for the last time.  

 
At the time of this writing, my hourly consulting rate is $650.00 per hour. Do I 

have to get permission from anyone to charge that fee? Only from my customers – 
not from any administrators. I might add that every time I raise my fees, the demand 
goes up. (Now that’s kind of interesting, isn’t it?)  

 
You get to charge whatever you want to charge, all you have to do is keep a 

straight face when you quote them the fee.  
 

I Know What You’re Thinking Right Now  
 

You are probably saying to yourself, “Wait a minute, Perry – our education 
system can’t be that bad, after all; we’ve got the biggest economy in the world, I can 
go to Wal-Mart and buy anything my little heart desires, and besides, my student 
loans will all be paid off eleven months from now.”  

My reply is that our education system is designed to produce exactly that – 
people who pedal furiously in their cubicles each day, and then whenever they’re 
sad, or blue, or feel the urge to scratch an itch, they go to Wal-Mart and scratch it. 
Where the solution to every conceivable problem is to get in your car and buy 
something. That’s exactly what was intended – to create a consumer machine where 
everyone pedals hard and jumps up for a Scooby snack on demand. But is Wal-Mart 
really mankind’s greatest achievement?  

 
Now at this point you’re probably really confused: “Geez Perry, I thought you 

had this abundance philosophy and all that, and now you’re casting aspersions on 
our fine economic machine. What gives?”  

 
Look, I’ve got no problem with any of these things per se. But what I want is 

for you to be the system’s master, not its slave. I want you to be singing “Inflation in 
the nation doesn’t bother me, ‘cuz I’m the scholar with the dollar you can plainly 
see.”  

 
Hiring the Home Grown, Ultra-Reliable, Honest Employee  

 
A frequent topic of discussion among us entrepreneurs is how to hire honest, 

hard working people with a strong work ethic who will propel the ship forward, not 
take it down to a watery grave. Not a trivial assignment, as there are plenty of folks 
out there who will sabotage your business with laziness and mediocrity and happily 
cash their paychecks, having no understanding or appreciation for the guy who 
makes it all possible.  
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We’ve had this discussion in Dan Kennedy’s coaching groups, and our 
collective experience is that if you hire a kid who worked in his parents’ business, 
you’re probably going to get a real winner. Other reliable indicators: had a paper 
route; worked long hours in a restaurant. Telltale signs that he or she is not a prima 
donna.  

 
Ken McCarthy told me a joke: What does a ballet dancer do when she’s 

hungry? She makes herself a sandwich. What does an actress do when she’s 
hungry? She says (in a whiny voice): “Somebody make me a 
saaaaannnndwiiiicccch.”  

 
So Ken adds, “There’s another kind of person who makes a terrific, get-it-

done employee: A stage manager.”  
 
A stage manager?  
 
“That’s right,” he said. “A stage manager knows that the show must go on, 

regardless. They’re used to working long hours, and they know that if the spotlight 
isn’t plugged in or of the props aren’t in place, it doesn’t matter whose fault it is, what 
matters is the show got screwed up. And a stage manager knows that whatever’s 
gone wrong just now, she’s got to improvise and make lemonade out of lemons.”  

 
Well I’d like to add my own criteria to the list: Hire a home-schooled kid. 

Odds are you’ll get a conscientious, reliable, hard working, honest person who isn’t 
sassy or lippy, comes early, stays late, and has an insatiable appetite for learning. It 
worked for me – first time out – as I shall explain in a minute. But first a bit of 
background.  

 
One of the most interesting jobs I ever had was when I was a senior in 

college. I worked for, interestingly, the Lincoln Public Schools in Nebraska as a 
mentor for gifted students.  

 
Now a gifted student program exists because smart people know that you can 

have an extremely smart kid, but their brain will atrophy in a typical classroom that 
spoon feeds information in miniscule boring doses.  

 
So I had two gifted kids I met with, and my job was to make them better at 

science and math, respectively. There were very few limitations or parameters 
placed upon us; my job was simply to help them learn – one on one. So every day I 
would show up and teach them as much as their high-performance brains could 
absorb in one hour.  

 
I was astonished at how much material we could cover in that hour. My 

student Donny Stenburg, a 5
th 

grader, would chunk down information at blazing 
speed. One day I said “You want to learn about electricity today?” He said, “Sure!” 
So I showed him ohm’s law, series and parallel resistance, and power calculations. I 
drew circuits and told him to fill in the missing information.  
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This would’ve taken a week in a college physics class, but an hour later he 
had it all figured out.  

 
I thought to myself, “Man, imagine how unfortunate it would be if he had to sit 

in the regular science class today!” Learning at the speed of a snail.  
 
Of course the kid who’s on the other end of the spectrum – the slow learner, 

the dyslexic kid, the kid who has a hard time with some aspect of learning – that kid 
would benefit from one-on-one tutoring just as much as the gifted kid. Probably 
needs it even more.  

 
This experience convinced me of the phenomenal power of one-on-one 

learning. You can accomplish more in 90 minutes one on one than a classroom can 
accomplish in a whole day, and I’m not exaggerating in the slightest.  

 
Because of this experience, I was positively inclined towards home-schooling 

my own kids many years before I had kids. So yes, we do home school our kids now 
and I think it’s a much better way to go. They get plenty of time to play with other 
kids because of field trips and friends coming over and all the rest; Tannah goes to 
China with daddy, instead of going to the Field Museum with 125 third graders.  

 
But more importantly, they’re not immersed in a corrosive, disrespectful 

environment where they learn bad habits from other kids and become conditioned to 
think that learning new stuff is boring. Accusing a home school kid of missing out on 
“socialization” is like accusing a work-at-home entrepreneur of missing out on 
corporate politics.  

 
Which brings me back to hiring reliable employees. Home schooled kids 

make great babysitters, and one gal named Samantha had always done a great job 
with our kids. So I asked her if she’d like to work for me. She wasn’t available, but 
she recommended her older brother, Jeremy. I hired Jeremy in January and my 
hunch was entirely correct. He fit all the qualifications (home school through high 
school, a senior at a local college; worked in his parents business, had sales 
experience at CarMax), and he’s been a great asset.  

 
I was discussing this with Bob Rosenthal, a friend of mine who has an office 

in downtown Chicago. He was complaining about the belligerent attitude he gets 
from his office help and I told him this story. Bob’s a Jewish guy, not a Christian guy, 
but he walked over to Moody Bible Institute and found a pegboard in the hallway. He 
posted a request for a home school student to fill a position for office help. Hired the 
first guy he interviewed. He says to me, “Wow Perry, this is great! Everything is ‘yes 
sir,’ ‘no sir,’ there’s none of this sassy attitude I’m used to. He’s curious and 
teachable and really great to work with!”  

 
So next time you’re looking for help, tap into your local home-school network. 
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Adventures in Wonderland, the Rabbit Hole and the 
Ringing Bell 

 
I was 12 years old when I acquired what would prove to be a “permanent” urge to 
have a better stereo system. My financial resources, based on allowances, odd jobs 
and occasional stints as a substitute paperboy, were extremely thin, and visiting all 
the stereo shops in Lincoln, Nebraska, the prospects looked a little bleak for 
anything beyond the most basic system.  
 
The speakers that I really wanted were $200 a pair, which for me was more than a 
small fortune. But Jim Heydt, the rather independent-thinking sales guy at Stereo 
Studio (he later became a good friend) suggested that I might consider building 
myself a pair of speakers instead.  
 
You take the blue pill, Neo, and the story ends, you wake up in your bed and believe 
whatever you want to believe. You take the red pill, you stay in Wonderland, and I 
show you how deep the rabbit hole goes....  
 
I was in Wonderland. And I was hooked the minute that McGee Radio 1982 speaker 
parts catalog showed up in the mail (I wish I could lay my hands on a copy now!). I 
scraped my pennies together and spent about $80 on woofers, tweeters, crossover 
components and wood. Got a jigsaw and cut out cabinet parts with my dad. It took a 
lot of learning and a lot of hard work, but those speakers sounded just as good as 
the ones I lusted after in the store.  
 
Well those other woofers and tweeters in the catalog still beckoned me. The endless 
combinations of what could be tempted me, and I realized that if I wanted to build 
another pair of speakers, I would have to sell them. To fund my fetish would require 
me to become an entrepreneur.  
 
Six months later, dad was quite proud when a guy who responded to my ad in the 
paper came over and walked out the door with a new pair of speakers under each 
arm. My first paying customer. This was the beginning of a business adventure that 
continues right up to the present.  
 
I read everything I could get my hands on. Stereo magazines, manufacturers' 
literature, technical papers, books from the library, conversations with anybody who 
would talk to a twirpy kid about electronics and acoustics. I became aware of the 
high-end audio world, with its exotic designs, fine craftsmanship, seductive 
advertisements and romantic mystique. And I was equally curious about the 
underlying technology and physics: decibels, volts, frequency response, phase 
rotations, standing waves, diffraction, destructive interference, inductance and 
capacitance.  
 
In hindsight, this profound interest in such a narrow and perhaps arcane topic 
provided a rich background for almost everything else I've done during the last 22 
years.  
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Because this learning took me far, far beyond anything they were attempting to 
teach me in school.  
 
I built and sold many dozens of speaker systems, from home systems to car 
speakers and professional PA designs. I learned about decibels, volts, resonance, 
damping, and impulse response. I learned about cabinet design and small-scale 
manufacturing and live demonstrations and customer service. When I was a senior 
in high school I started selling my designs in a local stereo shop. In the process, I 
learned what things like “Terms 2% Net 30 1.5%” means. I even learned what it 
means when you call Marv on the phone and he says “The check is in the mail.” 
  
This curiosity drove me to pursue an Electrical Engineering degree in college. As a 
teenager I began to recognize that I understood speaker design as a craftsman, 
someone who could put things together and make them work, but I did not 
understand the technical stuff from the bottom up. I didn't know how it worked at an 
engineering level.  
 
I needed to know. Engineering school was grueling, and those math classes were 
much, much harder than the English classes which I much preferred. But it was 
getting me down to the underlying reality.  
 
Graduation took me to Jensen in Chicago where I was an Acoustic Engineer 
designing speakers for Honda, Mazda, Ford and Chrysler. There I discovered a 
different aspect of that underlying reality: beneath all the romance and mystique of 
speakers and reproduced sound was voice coils made of copper wire, formers made 
of ordinary aluminum, metal parts made by stamping machines, and cones formed 
or molded via well-understood manufacturing processes, all held together by high-
temperature adhesives. It was mildly analogous to Mark Twain's progression from 
innocence and wonder to knowledge and cynicism, discovering that underneath all 
the seduction and enigma lays the predictable laws of physics. The mystery isn't 
really in the speaker, it's in the ears and mind of the listener – in more ways than 
one.  
 
Almost a decade ago I left the speaker business and went into sales and marketing. 
I discovered I had a knack for writing advertising copy. It has only recently occurred 
to me that many of my instincts about how to do that hearken back to those audio 
magazines I was reading in high school.  
 
In modern education we have this notion of helping students become “well rounded.” 
This is accomplished by ringing a bell. At eight o'clock in the morning, the bell rings 
and school begins. The teacher lectures for forty minutes, and you spend ten 
minutes working on her assignment. Just when you start to get some momentum 
going, the bell rings again and the period is over. Now it's time for math. 50 minutes 
later the bell rings and it's time for gym. 50 minutes later the bell rings and we're in 
“social studies” (as opposed to history, which was phased out). Then comes lunch… 
everything is spoon-fed and compartmentalized.  
 
The bell conditions kids to never spend more than an hour on anything. It prevents 
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them from ever becoming interested or passionate about any one thing – just 
passively involved in a little bit of everything. “Well rounded” usually just means 
shallow and disinterested. Those inane textbooks and Catcher in the Rye and Death 
of a Salesman condition young minds to believe that all books are boring and 
irrelevant.  
 
When I was a junior in high school, my marketing teacher Mr. Venema heard that I 
was running a speaker business, and invited me to give a talk to our class about my 
company. I toted in my 400 watt Phase Linear amplifier and a brand new pair of 
speakers, and class started that day with the frontal attack of Tom Sawyer (full digital 
recording, splendid for its time). A rather surprised and delighted audience of fellow 
students jolted backward in their chairs and enjoyed the diversion from the usual 
class routine.  
 
Mr. Venema was amazed that a gangly 17 year old kid could be doing something so 
ambitious.  
 
To me it didn't seem all that profound, and his amazement puzzled me. But looking 
back I realize that this technical, entrepreneurial and musical journey was the natural 
consequence of a labor of love. I was deeply interested in something, while all my 
friends were biding their time in The Matrix, just trying to pass a class by day and 
watch TV by night. If they had an itch to scratch, they didn't build something, they 
just went to the store and bought it. They were being educated about everything, but 
learning next to nothing; I was building instead of buying. I was searching for 
everything I could possibly find about ONE thing, and in the process, learning 
something about everything.  
 
Today my oldest is seven, and for her education we've taken the red pill instead of 
the blue one. We teach our kids at home instead of sending her to The Institution. 
According to the usual strata, Tannah is in 2nd grade, but we know that not all 
second graders are alike or need to know the same things.  
 
At this particular moment, she's especially interested in theater and music, and she 
devours every book about ancient Egypt she can find. I don't know if the Egypt thing 
is a passing fancy or if she might someday become a famous archeologist. 
  
But this I know: She'll learn far, far more about everything by pursuing one thing as 
far as the rabbit hole takes her. She'll learn to focus and become intensely curious 
about the world we live in, by being free to pursue interests in depth, uninterrupted 
by that ringing bell. And when she's seventeen, all of her friends' parents will be 
amazed that she can actually do something useful.  
 
But I won't be a bit surprised - because I know exactly what happens when you're 
determined to find out just how deep that rabbit hole goes.  
 

____________________________  
 

That concludes my education rant... but then again, maybe it doesn't. This came 
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from the Perry Marshall Marketing Letter which my Renaissance Club members get 
every month, alternating between my print newsletter and an insightful audio CD 
interview. Renaissance Club members not only get my best rants on an ongoing 
basis, they get my best thinking on business, success, and the Marketing Mosh Pit 
we're all thrashing around in.  
 
I'd like you to become a Renaissance Club Member and get in on the conversation, 
and I'm willing to bribe you silly with 5 CD's, 5 Special Reports and an arsenal of 
tools and strategies, just to give it a try: http://www.perrymarshall.com/renaissance 
 
To your success,  
 
Perry Marshall  
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